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of health data obtained over time from participants and analyzed in 
combination with genomic data. Second, develop and use analytic 
tools for integrating these diverse data sets and deriving actionable 
information from their observed interrelationships. Third, identify 
patterns within the health data that correlate with wellness, or tran-
sitions between wellness and disease. And fourth, learn how to best 
work with and present longitudinal health information to individuals 
by studying the reactions and feedback from participants as they are 
presented with actionable information.

Data collection
108 individuals (ages 21–89+ years; 59% males, 41% females; 89% of 
European descent; not recruited based on any specific phenotype) 
(Supplementary Table 1) participated in this study. In month 4, one 
participant reported to her coach that she had become pregnant and 
was withdrawn per protocol and informed consent. Health history and 

behavioral assessments were performed at the beginning of the study to 
establish a baseline for health coaching, including tobacco (4 reported 
users) and alcohol consumption (91 reported users). Each individual 
had their genome sequenced in full. Blood was collected in clinics every 
3 months. Additionally, participants completed at-home collections of 
saliva, stool, and first morning void urine every 3 months. Stool and 
saliva samples were shipped directly to the vendor by the participant, 
while urine was given back to the study coordinators for distribution to 
the proper sample vendor (Fig. 1). We called each of these three collec-
tion periods ‘rounds’. For each participant in each round we carried out 
218 clinical laboratory tests, measured up to 643 metabolites and 262 
proteins, and measured the abundance of 4,616 operational taxonomic 
units in the gut microbiome using 16S rRNA sequencing. We used the 
whole genome sequence to calculate 127 polygenic scores for disease 
risks and quantitative traits based on previous studies selected from the 
National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) GWAS catalog9. 
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Figure 1 Types of longitudinal data collected. (a) Timeline of important events in the P100. (b) Schematic of the data collected every 3 months 
throughout the study.
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Topics

Module I: Quantitative Proteomics

1 Identification and quantification of peptides and proteins

2 Data exploration and quality control using plots

3 Preprocessing: log-transformation, Filtering, Normalization,
Summarization

4 Dealing with batch effects and other confounders
5 Statistical Concepts

1 Linear models/Linear mixed models
2 Trade-off between biological relevance/effect size vs statistical

significance
3 Empirical Bayes Methods
4 Multiple testing
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Module II: Next generation sequencing (NGS, Transcriptomics)

1 NGS Data exploration

2 Preprocessing/normalization
3 Additional Statistical Concepts

1 Generalized linear models (GLM) for binary data
2 GLM for count data
3 Overdispersion
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Organisation

1 Theory and Tutorials are blended

Module I: week 1-5
Module II: week 6-10
Project: week 1-10 via small assignments + week 11-12

2 Communication and submission of projects via Ufora
3 All tutorials from week 2 onwards are based on

R/Bioconductor

via R-studio
Scripts are made in R/markdown: a file format to combine
text, R code and R output.

→ This makes it very easy to document your analysis and to
distribute them in a way which is reproducible.
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Organisation

4 Project

Projects: 10/20
Written Exam: 10/20.

Open book
Deep insight expected
Critical assessment of R-output,
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Projects + Master thesis

Project 201415, Master thesis 201516:

Project 201516: Neurogenomic profiling reveals distinct gene
expression profiles between brain parts that are consistent across
cichlid species of the genus Ophthalmotilapia. Derycke et al. 2018.

Project 201516: Manuscript in preparation. A leap of the hurdle in
mass spectrometry based proteomics. (Presentation at HUPO
conference 2017).

Master thesis 201516:

Design Project 201718: paper in preparation.

Continuing on statistical genomics project for thesis is possible.
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